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Abstract
This work describes the current state-of-the-art in scalable video coding (SVC), focusing on wavelet
based motion-compensated approaches. After recalling the requirements imposed by multiple forms of
video scalability (quality, picture size, frame rate) which typically exist jointly, it discusses individual
components that have been designed to address the problem over the years. Therefore presentation shows
how such components are typically combined to achieve meaningful architectures for video compression,
which differ from the space-time order in which the wavelet transform operates, discussing strengths
and weaknesses of the resulting implementations. The paper explains the Wavelet Video Reference
architecture(s) studied by ISO/MPEG in its exploration on Wavelet Video Compression. It also attempts to
draw a list of major differences between wavelet based solutions and the emerging SVC standard, jointly
targeted by ITU and ISO/MPEG (JVT-SVC), based on MPEG-4 AVC technologies. A major emphasis
is devoted to a WSVC solution, named STP-tool, which presents architectural similarities with respect
to JVT-SVC. The presentation continues by providing performance comparisons between the different
approaches, and draws some indications on the future trends being researched by the community to
further improve current wavelet video codecs. Insights on application scenarios which could benefit from
a wavelet based approach are provided.
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3I. INTRODUCTION
Traditional single operating point video coding systems can be surpassed using scalable video coding
(SVC) architectures where, in a single bit-stream, a number of decodable streams can be extracted
corresponding to various operating points in terms of spatial resolution, temporal frame rate or recon-
struction accuracy. Different scalablity features can coexist in a single video coded bit-stream with coding
performance approaching the state-of-art single point coding techniques. This has been more and more
a trend in the last years [1] and it has become a reality thanks to the development of SVC systems
derived either from hybrid schemes [2] (used in all MPEG-x or H.26x video coding standards) or from
spatiotemporal wavelet technologies [3]. A great part of this development and relative debates regarding
SVC requirements [4], applications and solutions has been carried out by people participating in the
ISO/MPEG standardization.
This paper offers an overview of existing SVC architectures which are based on multi-resolution spa-
tiotemporal representation of video sequences. In particular, wavelet-based SVC (WSVC) tools and
systems will be classified and analyzed with the following objectives: a) to give a quite comprehensive
tutorial reference to those interested in the field, b) to analyze strong and weak points of the main
WSVC tools and architectures, c) to synthesize and account for the exploration activities made by
the MPEG video group on WSVC and to describe the issued reference platform, d) to compare such
platform with the ongoing JVT-SVC standardization effort in qualitative and quantitative terms, and e)
to discuss and propose promising evolution paths and target applications for WSVC. For this purpose
the presentation has been structured as follows. In Sec. II WSVC fundamentals as well as basic and
advanced tools which enable temporal, spatial and quality salability are presented and discussed. Sec. III
shows how such components are typically combined to achieve meaningful WSVC architectures, which
typically differ from the space-time order in which the wavelet transform operates, discussing strengths
and weaknesses of the resulting implementations. In the same section, an emphasis is placed on a
promising architecture which presents some similarities to the JVT-SVC standard. The corresponding
solution, named STP-tool, implements an inter-scale prediction mechanism thanks to a single stage spatial
wavelet decomposition in the temporal transform domain. Subsequently, Sec.IV explains the Wavelet
Video Reference architecture(s) studied by ISO/MPEG in its exploration on Wavelet Video Compression.
The paper attempts as well (Sec. V) to draw a list of major differences between such architecture(s)
and tools with respect to the JVT-SVC reference model, providing performance comparison in terms of
coding efficiency and giving a critical analysis of the presented results. In Sec.VI further investigations
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Fig. 1. Scalable Video Coding rationale. A unique bit-stream is produced by the Coder. Decodable sub-streams can be obtained
with simple extractions.
on WSVC critical aspects are presented. A discussion on perspectives and applications that appear better
aimed to wavelet based approach is made in Sec.VII. Finally, some conclusions are derived and an
acknowledgment is addressed to all people that contributed to the WSVC state-of-the-art.
II. BASIC PRINCIPLES OF WAVELET-BASED APPROACHES TO SVC
A. WSVC fundamentals
Fig.1, shows a typical SVC system which refers to the coding of a video signal at an original CIF
resolution (288 height x 352 width) and a framerate of 30 fps. In the example, the highest operating
point and decoding quality level correspond to a bit rate of 2Mbps associated with the data at the
original spatiotemporal resolution. For a scaled decoding, in terms of spatial and/or temporal and/or
quality resolution, the decoder only works on a portion of the originally coded bit stream according to
the specification of a desired working point. Such a stream portion is extracted from the originally coded
stream by a functional block called extractor. As shown in Fig.1 the extractor is arranged between the
coder and the decoder. In any practical application, it can be implemented as an independent block or it
can be an integral part of either the coder or the decoder. The extractor receives the information related
to the desired working point – in the example of Fig.1, a lower spatial resolution QCIF (144 x 176), a
lower frame rate (15 fps), and a lower bit-rate (quality) (150 kbps) – and extracts a decodable bit stream
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Fig. 2. Example of a scalable bit-stream structure.
matching or almost matching the working point specification. One of the main differences between an
SVC system and a transcoding solution is the low complexity of the extractor which does not require
coding/decoding operations and typically consists of simple parsing operations on the coded bit-stream.
For practical purposes, let us consider the following example where a 4CIF video (576x704) is coded
allowing to extract three different spatial scalability layers and four embedded temporal resolutions. In this
case, a possible structure of the bit-stream generated by an SVC system is shown in Fig.2. As indicated, the
usual partition in independently coded groups of pictures (GOP) can be adopted for separating the various
video frames. The GOP header contains the fundamental characteristics of the video and the pointers
to the beginning of each independent GOP bit-stream. In this example, each GOP stream contains three
bit-stream segments, one for each spatial level. Note that in an ideal scalable bit-stream, except for the
lowest working point, all information is incremental. This means, for example, that in order to properly
decode higher resolution (e.g. 4CIF), one needs to use the portions of the bit-stream which represent
the lower spatial resolutions (e.g. QCIF and CIF). Given this bit-stream organization, for each spatial
resolution level a temporal segmentation of the bit-stream can be further performed. Accordingly, the 7.5
fps portion contains data that allow to reconstruct the lowest temporal resolution of the considered spatial
resolution reference video sequence. Similarly the 15fps, 30fps, 60fps parts refer to information used to
refine the frame-rate until the allowed maximum. Since most successful video compression schemes
require the use of motion compensation (MC), each temporal resolution level bit-stream portion should
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Fig. 3. Example of a sub-stream extraction: CIF at 15fps is extracted from a 4CIF sequence at 60fps.
include the relative motion information (usually consisting of coded motion vector fields), as shown in
Fig.2. Further quality layers can be obtained, for example, by arranging for every temporal segment, the
signal representation in a real or virtual bit-plane progressive fashion (see Sec.II-B.3). With such a bit-
stream, every allowed combination in terms of spatial, temporal and quality scalability can be generally
achieved and decided according to decoding capabilities. Fig.3 provides a graphical representation of a
target bit-rate extraction of a CIF 15fps coded sequence, from the 4CIF 60fps bit-stream of the original
video. Note that corresponding parts of QCIF and CIF bit-streams have been extracted to reconstruct the
sequence at the desired working point.
A suitable property for concrete applications (e.g. for content distribution on inhomogeneous networks)
is the possibility to adapt the bit-stream according to a multiple (chained) extraction path, from the
highest towards lower operating points; this has been called bit-stream multiple adaptation [5]. Multiple
adaptations should be allowed, of course, along every advisable path, and in general without any a-priori
encoding settings. Multiple adaptation extraction differs from a single extraction only in one aspect;
for multiple adaptations the bit-stream extraction information must be conserved (i.e. processed and
re-inserted throwing out what become useless) from the source bit-stream. Clearly there is no need to
re-insert (and spend bits for) the extraction information if no further extraction is expected from the latest
extracted bit-stream.
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Fig. 4. WSVC theoretical context.
B. Tools enabling scalability
In the past two decades there has been a proliferation of activities focalized on theory and solutions
for efficient (minimally redundant) multiresolution representation of signals. In general, a multiresolution
signal decomposition (transform) inherently enables a corresponding low to high resolution scalability by
the representation of the signal in the transformed domain. The tools that enable scalable multidimensional
(space-time-quality) signal representation and coding are multidisciplinary. This fact is clearly depicted
in Fig.4 that gives a quick overview of these tools and how they can be combined in order to achieve the
desired scalability feature: Spatial, Temporal and Quality (S,T and Q). In the following, each scalability
dimension, S,T and Q, will be considered and the most popular and effective solutions will be briefly
described. In this context, Fig.4 can be helpful in keeping the big picture when analyzing a specific tool.
Due to lack of space to describe each tool in detail, support references will be provided for the interested
reader.
1) Spatial scalability: Tools producing a multiresolution representation of n-dimensional signals can
be of different types. They can be linear or non linear, separable or not, redundant or critically sampled.
Linear decompositions have been studied for a long time. The simplest mechanism to perform a two
resolution representation of a signal is based on what here we call inter-scale prediction (ISP): a full
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Fig. 5. A n-level Laplacian pyramid analysis filter bank.
resolution signal x can be seen as a coarse resolution signal c, obtained by a decimation of x (e.g., by
filtering with a low-pass filter h and downsampling of factor 2), added to a detail signal d˜ calculated
as the difference of the original signal and an interpolated version of c at full resolution, d˜ = x− I(c)
(throughout this document a ∼ symbol over a d signal means that the detail is not critically sampled). The
Laplacian pyramid introduced by Burt and Adelson [6] is an iterated version of such an ISP mechanism
resulting in a coarsest resolution signal c and a set of details d˜(l) at decreasing levels of spatial resolution
l = 1 . . . n. Fig.5 shows a Laplacian decomposition of the one-dimensional signal x in n-stages (from
full resolution 0 to the coarsest one n) where I(cl) is implemented by upsampling by a factor of 2 and
interpolating with h˜.
The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is a linear operator which projects the original signal in a set of
multiresolution subspaces [7] allowing a critically sampled (orthogonal or biorthogonal) representation
of the signal in the transformed domain and guaranteeing perfect reconstruction synthesis. Similarly to
the Laplacian pyramid, the DWT decomposition of x generates a coarse signal c and a series of detail
signals d(l) at various levels of spatial resolutions. By using the terminology of multirate filter banks [8],
the transformed domain signals are also called subbands. In fact, the DWT can be implemented by means
of a two-channel filter bank, iterated on a dyadic tree path, as shown in Fig.6 [9] [10]. Symbols h˜ and
g˜ represent respectively the low-pass and high-pass analysis filters, whereas h and g are the synthesis
for an orthogonal or biorthogonal wavelet decomposition. Symmetric filter responses are preferred for
visual data coding applications due to their linear phase characteristics and can be obtained only with
biorthogonal decompositions (except for length 2 filters, i.e. Haar basis). A popular filter pair for image
coding purposes is the 9/7 one [10, pag. 279], which gives an analysis filter h˜ with 9 taps and a synthesis
filter h with 7 taps.
For multidimensional signals, e.g. images, separate filtering on rows and columns are usually adopted
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Fig. 6. A n-level (bi)orthogonal DWT analysis/sinthesis implemented with a dyadic tree filter bank.
to implement the so called separable pyramidal and DWT decompositions. In the case of separable 2D-
DWT on images this generates, at each level of decomposition, one coarse subband c and three detail
subband that we continue to indicate altogether as d.
Sweldens [11] introduced the lifting scheme as an alternative spatial domain processing to construct
multiresolution signal representations. The lifting structure is depicted in Fig.7 and reveals a quite
intuitive spatial domain processing of the original signal capable to generate a critically sampled (c, d)
representation of signal x. According to this scheme, signal x is split in two polyphase components: the
even and the odd samples x2i and x2i+1. As the two components (each one is half the original resolution)
are correlated, a prediction P can be performed between the two; odd samples can be predicted with an
operator which uses a neighborhood of even samples and that produces the residue
di = x2i+1 − P{(x2i)i∈N}. (1)
The transform x → (x2i, di) is not satisfactory from a multiresolution representation point of view as
the subsampled signal x2i could contain a lot of aliased components. As such, it should be updated to
a filtered version c. The update step
ci = x2i + U{(di)i∈N} (2)
can be constrained to do this job and it is structurally invertible as well as the preceding stages. Perfect
reconstruction is simply guaranteed by
x2i = ci − U{(di)i∈N} (3)
x2i+1 = di + P{(x2i)i∈N} (4)
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Fig. 7. Dyadic decomposition by lifting steps: split, prediction P and update U .
Daubechies and Sweldens [12] proved that every DWT can be factorized in a chain of lifting steps.
The lifting structure is not limited to be an alternative and computationally convenient form to implement
a DWT transform. Actually, it also allows non-linear multiresolution decompositions. For example, lifting
steps implementing a DWT can be slightly modified by means of rounding operations in order to perform a
so called integer to integer (non-linear) wavelet transform [13]. Such a transform is useful as a component
of wavelet-based lossless coding systems. The kind and the degree of introduced non-linearity can depend
on the structural or morphological characteristics of the signal that one may want to capture [14], keeping
in mind that non linear systems can have unexpected behaviors in terms of error propagation (which may
turn out to be a burden in presence of quantization of the transformed signal). Moreover, the lifting
structure has a fundamental role for Motion Compensated Temporal Filtering (MCTF) as we will see in
the next subsection.
2) Temporal scalability: A key tool which enables temporal scalability while exploiting temporal
correlation is the MCTF. An introduction to the subject can be found in [15]. After the first work of
Ohm proposing a motion compensated version of the Haar transform [16], other studies [17][18] began
to show that video coding systems exploiting this tool could be competitive with respect to the classical
and most successful hybrid ones (based on a combination of block-based spatial DCT transform coding
and block-based temporal motion estimation and compensation). Other works (e.g. [19][20]) focus on
the study of advanced MC lifting structures due to their versatility and strength in increasing the coding
performance. Basically, an MCTF implementation by lifting steps can be represented by the already seen
eqs.(1)-(4) where index i has now a temporal meaning and where the prediction and update operators P
and U can be guided by motion information generated and coded after a motion estimation (ME) stage
becoming MCP and MPU operators respectively. Fig.8 shows a conceptual block diagram of this general
idea. ME/MC are implemented according to a certain motion model and in the case of spatiotemporal
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Fig. 8. The prediction and update lifting steps with explicit motion information conveyed to the P and U operators.
multi-resolution SVC and WSVC systems they usually generate a set of motion descriptions consisting
of motion vector fields mv(l, k). These are estimations of the trajectory of groups (usually rectangular
blocks) of pixels between the temporal frames, at spatial level l, involved in the kth MCTF temporal
decomposition level.
Haar filters based [16][17][21] and longer filters MCTF solutions have been proposed [22][23][24]. For
example MCTF implementations of the 5/3 transform exist [20]. 5/3 and in general longer filter solutions
usually achieve better performance in terms of prediction efficiency and visual quality at lower temporal
resolution frames, but make use of a bidirectional prediction and thus motion information is more bit-
demanding than Haar based solutions. The two solutions recall unidirectional and bidirectional block
mode prediction used in hybrid schemes. Similarly to advanced hybrid schemes, an adaptive selection
among the two modes is also possible in the case of MCTF, leading to block-based adaptive MCTF
solutions [25][26]. Alternatively, deformable motion models have also been explored with promising
results [27].
By exploiting the local adaptability of the MCP and MCU operators and thanks to the transmitted
(usually lossless coded) mv(l, k) information, the MCTF can also be aware of and handle a series of issues
affecting motion compensation: a) occlusion and uncovered area problems can be handled recognizing
unconnected and multiple connected pixels and adapting the MCP and MCU structure accordingly
[22][17][21]; b) in the case of block based ME/MC, blocking effects can be reduced in various ways by
considering adjacent blocks (spatiotemporal lifting) realizing for example overlapped block-based motion
compensation (OBMC) [21][26]; c) when MV’s are provided with fractional pel precision the lifting
structure can be modified to implement the necessary pixel interpolations [22][28][20] while preserving
the temporal invertibility of the transform. It must also be noted that MCU makes use of a reversed
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motion field with respect to the one used by MCP . This may constitute a problem especially in those
areas where inversion cannot be performed exactly, e.g. on occluded/uncovered areas, or does not fall on
integer pixel positions because fractional pel accuracy is involved. In order not to duplicate the motion
information and the associated bit-budget, mechanisms to derive or predict MCU fields from the MCP
ones have been proposed [27][29][30] as well as methods that identify inversion problems and adopt
interpolation based solutions (e.g. the Barbell lifting scheme [31]).
With lifting structures non dyadic temporal decomposition are also possible [32], leading to temporal
scalability factors different from a power of two.
As already noticed, the update step could be omitted, without impairing perfect reconstruction, generating
a so called unconstrained MCTF (UMCTF) [33]. This guarantees the direct use of the original frames
for reduced frame-rates, then reduces the complexity of the transform stage and presents the benefit of
eliminating ghosting artifacts. Ghosting artifacts can appear in some regions of the low pass temporal
frames as a consequence of unavoidable local MC failures (associated to scene changes, unhandled ob-
ject deformations, uncovered/occluded regions, incoming/outgoing objects). In such erroneously motion-
compensated regions, the low pass temporal filtering updates the corresponding temporal subbands with
“ghosts” (which “should not exist” in the current frame) coming from past or future frames. Depending
on the entity of the ghosts, this can locally impair the visual appearance. On the other hand, for correctly
motion compensated regions, the update step has a beneficial temporal smoothing effect that can improve
visual perception at reduced frame-rates and also coding performance. Reduction of ghosting artifacts is
then an important task and it has been obtained by the implementation of MCTF adaptive update steps
[34][35] or by clipping the update signal [36].
Either MCTF or UMCTF generate a temporal subband hierarchy starting from higher temporal resolution
to lower ones. Alternatively, the hierarchical B-frames decomposition (HBFD) [2] can be built enabling a
similar temporal detail hierarchical structure but starting from the lower resolutions (predictions between
more distant frames). This allows closed-loop implementations of the temporal prediction [37].
Efficient MCTF implementations have also been studied to reduce system complexity [38], memory usage
[39][23] and coding delay [40].
3) Quality scalability: Among the best image compression schemes, wavelet-based ones currently
provide for high rate-distortion (R-D) performance while preserving a limited computational complexity.
They usually do not interfere with spatial scalability requirements and allow a high degree of quality
scalability which, in many cases, consists in the possibility of optimally truncating the coded bit-
stream at arbitrary points (bit-stream embedding). Most techniques that guarantee an optimal bit-stream
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embedding and consequently a bit-wise quality scalability are inspired from the zerotree idea first
introduced by Shapiro’s embedded zerotree wavelet (EZW) technique [41] and then reformulated with the
set partitioning in hiearchical trees (SPIHT) algorithm by Said and Pearlman [42]. A higher performance
zerotree inspired technique is the embedded zero-block coding (EZBC) algorithm [43], where quad-tree
partitioning and context modeling of wavelet coefficients are well combined. The zerotree idea can also
be reformulated in a dual way, allowing to directly build significant coefficients maps. To implement
this idea, a morphological processing based on connectivity analysis has been used and also justified
by the statistical evidence of the energy clustering in the wavelet subbands [44]. The EMDC technique
[45][46] exploits principles of morphological coding and guarantees, for 2D and 3D data [47], coding
performance comparable or superior to state-of-the-art codecs, progressive decoding and fractional bit-
plane embedding for a highly optimized bit-stream.
Another popular technique, which does not use the zerotree hypothesis, is the embedded block coding
with optimized truncation (EBCOT) algorithm [48], adopted in the JPEG2000 standard [49], which
combines layered block coding, fractional bit-planes [50], block based R-D optimizations, and context-
based arithmetic coding to obtain good (adjustable) scalability properties and high coding efficiency.
Proposed techniques for coding coefficients of spatiotemporal subbands generated by WSVC systems
usually are extensions of image coding techniques. Obviously such 3D extensions shall not interfere with
temporal scalability requirements as well, and can be achieved by considering a) single temporal frame
coding with multiple frame statistical contexts updating, b) extended spatiotemporal non significance
(or significance) prediction structures, c) spatiotemporal statistical contexts, or a combination of them.
Temporal extensions of SPIHT [18], EZBC [51][52], EBCOT [36][24] and EMDC [53] have been
proposed and used in WSVC video coding systems.
III. CODING ARCHITECTURES FOR WSVC SYSTEMS
A. WSVC notation
In a multidimensional multilevel spatiotemporal decomposition there is a proliferation of signals and/or
subbands. To support our discussion we have adopted a notation that guarantees easy referencing to the
generated signals in a general decomposition structure. We consider a generic spatiotemporal signal x =
x(θ, t), with D spatial dimensions θ = {θ1, . . . , θD}. Signal x which undergoes an n-level multiresolution
spatial transform S(n) is indicated with xS(n). For non redundant transforms, such as the DWT, the
spatially transformed signal actually consist of the subband set xS(n) = {xcS(n), xd(n)S(n), . . . , xd(1)S(n)}, where
superscript c indicates the signal representation at the coarsest spatial resolution (low-pass) while, for
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each spatial level n¯ ∈ [1 . . . n], d(n¯) indicates a critically sampled level of detail. In the case of
separable transforms (such as the DWT) each d(n¯) consists of 2D−1 directional subbands. For redundant
transforms (such as the Laplacian pyramid) the transformed signal consists of the signal set xS(n) =
{xcS(n), xd˜(n)S(n), . . . , xd˜(1)S(n)} where d˜(n¯) is an oversampled detail at level n¯. With a similar notation a
spatiotemporal signal x = x(θ, t) which undergoes a m-level multiresolution temporal transform T (m)
is indicated as xT (m). As before, superscripts c, d(·) and d˜(·) will be used referring to the temporal
dimension to indicate coarsest temporal resolution, critically and not critically sampled temporal details
respectively. In the figures of the present section we will graphically represent temporally transformed
data subbands by associating a gray level to them: the white corresponds to c while grey-tones get darker
as the detail level goes from the finest to the coarsest. Moreover, x and xˆ indicate original and quantized
(reduced coefficient representation quality) signals respectively. Symbol “∗” will be used as wild card to
refer to the whole set of spatiotemporal subbands of a given spatial or temporal transform.
A decoded version of the original signal x extracted and reconstructed at given temporal resolution k¯,
spatial resolution l¯ and reduced quality rate, will be indicated as l¯
k¯
xˆ.
Concerning ME/MC, given a certain motion model, a description is produced consisting of a set of motion
vector fields mv(l, k), where, l and k refer to various spatial and temporal resolution levels respectively.
As mv(l, k) and mv(l + 1, k) are obviously not independent, mechanisms of up- or down-conversion,
with or without refinement or approximation of the motion vector field, are usually implemented. Then,
for example, mv(l+1, k)=mv(l, k)d indicates that motion vectors at a coarser resolution have been down-
converted, by a suitable reduction of the block size and of the vector module, without approximation.
Otherwise, in case of down-conversion with approximation the notation mv(l, k)d,a would have been used.
Moreover, mv(l, k)=mv(l + 2, k)u(2),r indicates that motion vectors at a 2-nd layer of finer resolution
have been up-converted twice with a refinement of the block partition and/or of the motion vector value.
B. Basic WSVC architectures
In Figs.9 and 10 the main multi-resolution decomposition structures and corresponding WSVC archi-
tectures are shown. Each one will be presented in the following paragraphs.
1) t+2D: Perhaps the most intuitive way to build a WSVC system is to perform an MCTF in
the original spatial domain followed by a spatial transform on each temporal subband. This is usu-
ally denoted as a t+2D scheme, it guarantees critically sampled subbands and it is represented in
Fig.9(a). Earlier wavelet based coding systems were based on this scheme [16][17]. Many other wavelet
based SVC systems are based on the t+2D spatiotemporal decomposition, among which we can cite
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Fig. 9. Basic WSVC schemes in a signal perspective: t+2D (a), 2D+t (b).
[18][19][20][21][31][33][51][52][54][55][56][57][58].
Despite its conceptual simplicity, the t+2D solution presents some relevant drawbacks especially for spatial
scalability performance. When only temporal and quality scalability (full spatial resolution decoding) are
required, the process is reversed until reaching the desired frame-rate at resolution k¯ (partial or complete
MCTF inversion) and SNR quality: k¯xˆ = xT (m)S(n)QS−1(n)T −1(m−k¯) where both direct and inverse
temporal transforms make use of the set of motion vectors mv(0, k), k = 0 . . . k¯. Instead, if a lower
spatial resolution l¯ version is needed the inversion process is incoherent with respect to the forward
decomposition. For clarity, let us consider only spatial scalability, so that the spatially scaled signal
is obtained by l¯x = xT (m)S(n)S−1(n−l¯)T −1(m). The problem is due to the fact that the inverse MCTF
transform is obtained using motion vectors mv(l¯, k) that are typically deduced from the estimated ones
by mv(l¯, k) = mv(0, k)d(l¯). 1) This cannot guarantee perfect reconstruction because spatial and motion
compensated temporal transforms cannot be inverted without most likely changing the result (due to the
shift-variant nature of the spatial transform) [15], and 2) these motion vectors have not been estimated on
data at the target resolution and therefore they cannot be considered optimal for use, when spatial sub-
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sampling has been made with non alias free wavelet filters. Moreover, the bit occupancy of full resolution
motion vectors penalizes the performance of spatially scaled decoding especially at lower bit-rates.
The above issues can only be mitigated in such a critically sampled t+2D scheme but not structurally
resolved. To reduce the MV bit load at full resolution scalable MV coding can be used [59][60], to reduce
it at intermediate and lower resolutions approximated MV down-conversions mv(l¯, k) = mv(0, k)d(l¯),a
can be adopted (e.g. from half-pel at spatial resolution l¯ again to half-pel at resolution l¯+1 instead of the
quarter-pel generated by the down-conversion). These two solutions have the disadvantage of introducing
some imprecisions in the inverse temporal transform and their possible adoption should be balanced in a
R-D sense. The problem of the non optimality of the down-conversion due to spatial aliasing, introduced
by the decimation, can be reduced by using (possibly only for the needed resolutions) more selective
wavelet filters [61] or locally adaptive spectral shaping by acting on the quantization parameters inside
each spatial subband [62]. However, such approaches can determine coding performance loss at full
resolution, because either the wavelet filters or coefficient quantization laws are moved away from ideal
conditions for coding performance.
2) 2D+t: In order to solve the spatial scalability performance issues of t+2D schemes, a natural
approach could be to consider a 2D+t scheme, where the spatial transform is applied before the temporal
one as shown in Fig.9(b).
The resulting scheme is often called In-Band MCTF (IBMCTF) [63] because estimation of mv(l, k)
is made and applied independently on each spatial level in the spatial subband domain, leading to a
structurally scalable motion representation and coding. With IBMCTF spatial and temporal scalability are
more decoupled with respect to the t+2D case. Signal reconstruction after a combination of spatiotemporal
and quality scalability is given by l¯
k¯
xˆ = xS(n)T (m)QT −1(m−k¯)S−1(n−l¯) where the (partial) inverse temporal
transform makes use of mv(l, k), k = 0 . . . k¯, l = 0 . . . l¯, (a subset of) the same MVs used for the direct
decomposition.
Despite its conceptual simplicity the 2D+t approach suffers as well from the shift-variant (periodically
shift-invariant) nature of the DWT decomposition. In fact, motion estimation in the critically sampled
detail subbands is not reliable because the coefficient patterns of moving parts usually change from one
frame to consecutive or preceding ones. Solutions to this issue have been proposed [64][65]; they foresee
a frame expansion formulation, at the expense of an increased complexity, to perform motion estimation
and compensation in an overcomplete (shift-invariant) spatial domain, while transmitting only decimated
samples.
Despite this solution, 2D+t schemes demonstrated lower coding efficiency compared to t+2D ones,
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especially at higher resolutions [66]. Motivations of this fact are probably due to the reduced efficiency
of MCTF when applied in the high-pass spatial subband domain. In addition, spatial inversion of detail
subbands which contain block-based MCTF coding artifacts visually smoothes blocking effects but
probably causes an overall visual quality degradation.
Another possible explanation of a reduced coding efficiency resides in the fact that parent-child spatial
relationships, typically exploited during embedded wavelet coding or context based arithmetic coding,
are partially broken by independent temporal filtering on the spatial levels.
3) Adaptive architectures: Being characterized by different advantages and disadvantages, t+2D and
2D+t architectures seem inadequate to give a final answer to the composite issues arising in SVC
applications. One possible approach comes from schemes which try to combine the positive aspects
of each scheme and propose adaptive spatiotemporal decompositions optimized with respect to suitable
criteria. In [67][68] authors suggest that content-adaptive 2D+t versus t+2D decomposition can improve
coding performance. In particular, they show how various kind of disadvantages of fixed transform
structures can be more or less preponderant depending on video data content, especially on the accuracy
of the derived motion model. Therefore, local estimates of the motion accuracy allow to adapt the
spatiotemporal data decomposition structure in order to preserve scalability while obtaining overall
maximization of coding performance.
Recently, another adaptive solution, named aceSVC [69][70], has been proposed where the decomposition
adaptation is driven by scalability requirements. This solution tries to achieve maximum bit-stream flexibil-
ity and adaptability to a selected spatiotemporal and quality working point configuration. This is obtained
by arranging spatial and temporal decompositions following the principles of a generalised spatiotemporal
scalability (GSTS) [71]. In aceSVC encoded bit-stream, thanks to the adapted decomposition structure,
every scalability layer is efficiently used (without waste of bits) for the construction of higher ones
according to the predefined spatial, temporal and quality working point configurations.
Another perspective to compensate for the t+2D vs 2D+t drawbacks can come from the pyramidal
approaches, as discussed in the reminder of this section.
4) Multi-scale pyramids: From the above discussion it is clear that the spatial and temporal wavelet
filtering cannot be decoupled because of the motion compensation taking place. As a consequence, it is
not possible to encode different spatial resolution levels at once, with only one MCTF, thus both lower and
higher resolution frames or subband sequences should be MCT-filtered. In this perspective, a possibility
for obtaining good performance in terms of bit-rate and scalability is to use coding schemes which are
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usually referred as to 2D+t+2D or multi-scale pyramids [72]. In such schemes spatially scaled versions
of video signals are obtained starting from the higher resolution, while the coding systems encompass
Inter-Scale Prediction (ISP) mechanisms in order to exploit the multi-scale representation redundancy
for coding efficiency purposes. These multi-resolution decompositions derive naturally from the first
hierarchical representation technique introduced for images, namely the Laplacian pyramid [6] (see Sec.
II-B). So, even if from an intuitive point of view 2D+t+2D schemes seems to be well motivated, they
have the typical disadvantage of overcomplete transforms, namely those leading to a full size residual
image, so that coding efficiency is harder to achieve. As in the case of the previously discussed t+2D and
2D+t schemes, two different multi-scale pyramid based schemes are conceivable, depending where the
pyramidal residue generation is implemented, i.e. before or after the MCTF decomposition. These two
schemes are shown in Fig.10. In both schemes the lowest spatial resolution temporal subbands xc ∗S(n)T (m)
are the same, while higher resolution residuals are generated differently.
The scheme of Fig.10(a) suffers from the problems of 2D+t schemes, because motion estimation is
operated on spatial residuals, and to our knowledge did not lead to efficient SVC implementations.
In the scheme depicted in Fig.10(b) we first observe that the higher resolution residuals ∆∗l T (m), with
l = 0 . . . n − 1, cannot be called x∗ d˜(l+1)T (m)S(n) since the spatial transform is not exactly a Laplacian one
because the temporal transform stages, which are placed between the spatial down-sampling and the
prediction with interpolation stages, operate independently (on separate originals). This fact can cause
prediction inefficiencies which may be due to motion model discrepancies among different resolutions
or simply to the non linear and shift variant nature of the motion compensation even in the presence of
similar motion models. It is worth noting that the effect of these inefficiencies affects the whole residue
and then it worsens the problem of the increased number of coefficients to code. Strategies to reduce these
possible inefficiencies are possible and we will shortly return on these issues in the following subsection.
Note that the coding scheme shown in Fig.10(b) can be used to represent the main coding principles
underlying the JVT-SVC system [2].
It is also important to mention that some recent works demonstrate that using the frame theory [7] it is
possible to improve the coding performance associated to the Laplacian pyramid representation [73][74]
and also to reduce its redundancy [75]. In the future these works may play a role in improving the spatial
scalability performance of the coding schemes described in this paragraph.
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Fig. 10. Pyramidal WSVC schemes with the pyramidal decomposition put (a) before and (b) after the temporal MCTF.
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Fig. 11. STP-tool scheme in a generated signals/subbands perspective.
C. The STP-tool scheme
We here present a WSVC architecture that has been developed [76] and also adopted as a possible
configuration of the MPEG VidWav reference software [36] (see Sec.IV-B). This scheme is based on a
multi-scale pyramid and differs from the one of Fig.10(b) in the ISP mechanism. The solution, depicted in
Fig.11, is called STP-tool as it can be interpreted as a prediction tool (ISP) for spatiotemporal subbands.
After the representation of the video at different scales, these undergo a normal MCTF. The resulting
signals are then passed to a further spatial transform stage (typically one level of a wavelet transform)
before the ISP. This way, it is possible to implement a prediction between two signals which are likely
to bear similar patterns in the spatiotemporal domain without the need to perform any interpolation.
In particular, instead of the full resolution residuals ∆∗l T (m) of Fig.10(b) the spatiotemporal subbands
and residues {∆∗l+1 T (m), xc ∗ d(l+1)S(l)T (m)S} are produced for resolutions l = 0 . . . n − 1 where ∆∗l+1 T (m) are
produced by the coarse resolution adder (shown in Fig. 11) according to: a) ∆∗l+1 T (m) = x
c ∗ c
S(l)T (m)S −
xc ∗S(l+1)T (m) in a spatial open loop architecture or b) ∆ˆ
∗
l+1 T (m) = x
c ∗ c
S(l)T (m)S − xˆc ∗S(l+1)T (m) in a spatial
closed loop architecture.
In an open-loop scheme and without the temporal transform, the ∆ residual would be zero (if the same
pre- and post-spatial transforms were used). In this case, the scheme would be reduced to a critically
sampled one. With the presence of the temporal transform, things are more complicated due to the data-
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dependent structure of the motion model and to the non linear and time variant behavior of the MCTF.
In general, it is not possible to move the spatial transform stages forward and backward with respect
to the MCTF without changing the result. If the spatial transform used to produce spatial subbands are
the same, the main factor that produces differences between the xc ∗ cS(l)T (m)S and the x
c ∗
S(l+1)T (m) signals
can be identified in the incoherences between the motion models at different spatial resolutions. On
one hand, independent motion estimation at various spatial resolution could lead to intra-layer optimized
motion compensation. However, a motion model that captures the physical motion in the scene is certainly
effective for the motion compensation task and reasonably should be self similar across scales. Therefore,
despite a certain need to differentiate the motion model at different scales, a desirable objective is to
have a hierarchical motion estimation where high-resolution motion fields are obtained by refinement of
corresponding lower resolution ones (or viceversa). Indeed this guarantees a certain degree of inter-scale
motion field coherence which makes the STP-tool prediction more effective. A hierarchical motion model
is a desired feature here and in addition it helps to minimize the motion vector coding rate.
The STP-tool architecture presents another relevant and peculiar aspect. Although the number of subband
coefficients to code is not reduced with respect to a pyramidal approach, different (prediction) error sources
are separated into different critically sampled signals. This does not happen in a pyramidal schemes where
only full resolution residuals ∆∗l T (m) are produced (see Fig.10(b)).
To better understand these facts let us analyze separately each residual or detail component in the set
{∆∗l+1 T (m), xc ∗ d(l+1)S(l)T (m)S}. In an open loop architecture,
• the residue signals ∆∗l+1 T (m) account for the above mentioned inter-scale motion model discrepan-
cies; while
• the temporal high-pass, spatial high-pass subbands xc d(k) d(l+1)S(l)T (m)S account for the intra-scale motion
model failure to completely absorb and represent the real motion (occluded and uncovered areas
and motion feature not handled by the motion model); finally
• the temporal low-pass, spatial high-pass subbands xc c d(l+1)S(l)T (m)S contain the detail information to
increase the resolution of low pass temporal frames.
Thus, maximizing the inter-scale motion coherence implies minimizing the energy (and the coding cost)
of ∆∗l+1 T (m). Note that even if a perfect motion down-scaling is adopted, localized residual components
would be due to the shift variant properties of the motion compensation especially where uncovered
areas and occlusion handling must be adopted. In other words, the coefficient increase, determined by
the presence of the residues ∆∗l+1 T (m), with respect to the critically sampled case is the price to pay for
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allowing a suitable motion estimation and compensation across different scales.
In a closed-loop ISP architecture we also have the great advantage that the quantization errors related to
resolution l are confined to signals εc ∗l+1 T (m) = x
c ∗
S(l+1)T (m)−xˆc ∗S(l+1)T (m) of resolution l+1 that contribute
in a more or less predominant way to the residues to code, that is ∆ˆ∗l+1 T (m) = ∆
∗
l+1 T (m) + ε
c ∗
l+1 T (m).
This is of great advantage for the reduced number of coefficients on which the closed-loop error is spread
upon. Besides, the εc ∗l+1 T (m) signals are less structured, and thus more difficult to code, with respect to
xc ∗ d(l+1)S(l)T (m)S and ∆
∗
l+1 T (m). Therefore the STP-tool scheme allows a useful separation of the above signals,
with the advantage that suitable coding strategies can be designed for each source.
As for t+2D and 2D+t schemes, the STP-tool solution may suffer from the presence of spatial aliasing on
reduced spatial resolutions. If not controlled this may also create some inter-scale discrepancies between
the motion models. Again, a partial solution can be found with the use of more selective decimation
wavelet filters, at least for decomposition levels corresponding to decodable spatial resolutions.
The STP-tool solution has been tested on different platforms with satisfactory performance. In particular,
it was inserted as a possible configuration in the MPEG reference software platform for WSVC called
VidWav. In the next section, we present an overview of such VidWav reference software configurations
and components.
IV. WSVC REFERENCE PLATFORM IN MPEG
In the past years, the ISO/MPEG standardization group initiated an exploration activity to develop
scalable video coding (SVC) tools and systems mainly oriented to obtain spatiotemporal scalability. One
of the key issues of the conducted work was not to sacrifice coding performance with respect to the
state-of-the-art reference video coding standard MPEG4-AVC.
In 2004, at Palma meeting, the ISO/MPEG group set up a formal evaluation of scalable video coding
technologies. Several solutions [1][66][77][3], either based on wavelet spatiotemporal decomposition or
MPEG4-AVC technologies, had been proposed and compared. The MPEG visual testing indicated that
performance of an MPEG4-AVC pyramid [25] appeared the most competitive and it was selected as a
starting point for the new standard. At the next meeting, Hong Kong, MPEG, jointly with the IEC/ITU-T
video group, started a joint standardization initiative accordingly. A scalable reference model and software
platform named JSVM derived from MPEG4-AVC technologies was adopted [2]. During the above
mentioned competitive phases of the SVC process, among other wavelet based solutions, the platform
submitted by Microsoft Research Asia (MSRA) was selected as the reference to continue experiments on
this technology. The MPEG WSVC reference model and software [78], hereinafter will be indicated with
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Fig. 12. VidWav general framework.
the acronym VidWav (Video Wavelet). The VidWav Reference Model and Software (RM/RS) has evolved
seeing various components integrated, provided they would give sufficient performance improvement after
appropriate core experiments.
In the paragraphs of the present section we mainly recall the characteristics of the VidWav RM. Docu-
ment [78] should be taken as a reference to go into further details. In the next section, we will discuss the
main differences with respect to the JVT-SVC standard. We will also provide some comparison results
between the two approaches.
A. VidWav: general framework and main modules
The general framework supported by the VidWav RM is shown in Fig.12. With Pre- and Post- spatial
decomposition different WSVC configurations can be implemented: t+2D, 2D+t and STP-tool. The main
modules of the manageable architectures are briefly considered in the following.
Motion estimation and coding: A macroblock based motion model was adopted with MPEG4-AVC
like partition patterns. To support spatial scalability, macroblock size is scaled according to the decimation
ratio. Interpolation accuracy is also scaled. Therefore, full pel estimation on 64x64 macroblocks at 4CIF
resolution can be used at quarter-pel precision on a 16x16 macroblock basis for QCIF reconstructions.
Hence, motion is estimated at full resolution and kept coherent across scales by simply scaling the motion
field partition and the motion vector values. This poses the limitations already discussed in Sec.III-B for
the t+2D architecture.
For each block there is the possibility to select a forward, backward or bidirectional motion model. This
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requires a mode selection information. Mode selection also determines the block aspect ratio and informs
about the possibility of determining current MV values from already estimated ones. Motion vector modes
and values are estimated using rate-constrained lagrangian optimizations and coded with variable length
and predictive coding, similarly to what happens in MPEG4-AVC. For motion compensation filtering a
connected /disconnected flag is included to the motion information on units of 4x4 pixels. For 4:2:0 YUV
sequences, motion vectors for chroma components are half those of the luminance.
Temporal Transform: Temporal transform modules implement a framewise motion compensated (or
motion aligned) wavelet transform on a lifting structure. The block based temporal model is adopted for
temporal filter alignment. Motion vectors are directly used for the motion aligned prediction (MAP) lifting
step while the motion field should be inverted for motion aligned update (MAU). To this end, Barbell
update lifting [31] is adopted which directly uses original motion vectors and bilinear interpolation to
find values of update signals from non integer pixel values. In order to further reduce blocking artifacts,
overlapped block motion compensation (OBMC) can be used during the MAP. This is accomplished by
multiplying the reference signals by a pyramidal window with support larger than 4×4 before performing
the temporal filtering. The update signal is also clipped according to a suitable threshold in order to limit
the visibility of possible ghosting artifacts. Moreover, the implemented temporal transform is generally
locally and adaptively a Haar or a 5/3-taps depending whether motion block modes are unidirectional
(forward or backward) or bidirectional.
Spatial transform: A simple syntax allows to configure Pre- and Post- spatial transforms on each frame
or previously transformed subband. This allows to implement both t+2D and 2D+t schemes. Different
spatial decompositions are possible for different temporal subbands for possible adaptation to the signal
properties of the temporal subbands.
Entropy Coding: After the spatiotemporal modules the coefficients are coded with a 3D (spatiotempo-
ral) extension of the EBCOT algorithm, called 3D EBCOT. Each spatiotemporal subband is divided into
3D blocks which are coded independently. For each block, fractional bit-plane coding and spatiotemporal
context based arithmetic coding are used.
B. VidWav STP-tool configuration
The VidWav reference software can be configured to follow the STP-tool architecture of Fig.11. A
corresponding functional block diagram of the resulting system is shown in Fig.13. The coding process
starts from the lower resolution which acts as a base layer for ISP. In particular, a closed loop ISP
is implemented as coded temporal subbands are saved and used for STP-tool prediction for the higher
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resolution. STP-tool prediction can be applied on all spatiotemporal subbands or only to a subset of them.
Decoded temporal subbands at a suitable bit-rate and temporal resolution are saved and used for ISP. At
present, no particular optimization exists in selecting the prediction point. Obviously, it should be not too
far from the maximum point for a certain temporal resolution at lower spatial resolution in order to avoid
bit-stream spoilage (lower resolution bit-stream portions are useless for higher resolution prediction) and
prediction inefficiency (too large prediction residual). Spatial transforms on the levels interested by STP-
tool ISP can be implemented either by using the three lifting steps (3LS) [61] or the 9x7 filters. In order
to better exploit inter scale redundancy these filters should be of the same type of those used for the
generation of the reference videos for each of the considered spatial resolutions. In this implementation,
some important limitations remain. These are mainly related to software integration problems due to
the data structures used by the original MSRA software. Therefore, coherent and refinable bottom up
motion estimation and coding are not present in the current VidWav software. When STP-tool is used,
three independent motion fields are estimated independently. This introduces some undesired redundancy
in the bit-stream which has a major impact for the lowest quality point at higher spatial resolutions.
In addition, it does not provide the motion field coherence across scales which was seen as a desirable
feature for good STP-tool prediction.
C. VidWav additional modules
Other modules have been incorporated to the baseline VidWav reference platform after careful review
of performance improvement by appropriate testing conditions. Such tools can be turned on or off through
configuration parameters. More detailed description of these tools can be found in [78].
Base layer: The minimum spatial, temporal and quality resolution working point define a Base Layer
on which additional Enhancement Layers are built to provide scalability up to a desired maximum spatial,
temporal and quality resolution. This tool enables the use of a Base Layer, in 2D+t subband scalable
video coding, which has been previously compressed with a different technique. In particular, the MPEG4-
AVC stream can be used as Base Layer by implementing a hierarchical B-frames decomposition (HBFD)
structure. This allows each B picture of the Base Layer to temporally match corresponding high-pass
subbands in the Enhancement Layers. It therefore enables the frames to share similar MCTF structure
decomposition and this correlation can be efficiently exploited. Motion information derived from the Base
Layer codec can also be used as additional candidate predictors for estimating motion information of
the blocks in the corresponding high-pass temporal subbands of the Enhancement Layers. Clearly, the
Base Layer tool can significantly improve the coding performances, at least of the lowest working point
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Fig. 13. VidWaw framework in STP-tool configuration. The lowest spatial resolution layer is equivalent to a t+2D scheme.
Higher spatial layers implement STP-tool inter scale prediction.
which is now encoded with a non scalable method. A second but not less relevant provided benefit, is
the backward compatibility with preexisting non scalable MPEG4-AVC decoder.
In-band 2D+t: The 2D+t scheme is activated when a non identity pre-spatial transform in Fig.12 is
set. In such a configuration the MCTF is applied to each spatial subband generated by the pre-spatial
transform. In Section III-B.2 it has been already evidenced that in-band scheme suffers a loss in coding
performance at full resolution when the MCTF is performed independently on each subband. Conversely,
if high resolution signals are involved in the prediction for low resolution, drifting occurs when decoding
low resolution video, because in that case high resolution signals are not available at the decoder. The
VidWav RM adopts a technique [79] based on the use on additional macroblock inter coding modes in
the MCTF of the spatial low-pass band. With respect to the pure 2D+t scheme, this method provides a
better trade-off between the lower resolution drifting error and the high resolution coding efficiency and
also improves the global coding performances.
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Wavelet ringing reduction: In Wavelet based video compression, ringing caused by the loss of details
in the high pass spatial subbands is a major concern for the resulting visual quality [80]. Ringing is
generated during inverse DWT because quantization-noise of lossily-coded wavelet coefficients is spread
by the reconstruction filters of the IDWT. The oscillating pattern of these filter impulse responses at
different reconstruction scales becomes objectionable especially in flat luma and chroma regions. The
ringing magnitude is related to the quantization step-size. In order to reduce these ringing patterns, a 2D
bilateral filter applied to each component of the output video is used.
Intra mode prediction: The intra-prediction mode exploits the spatial correlation within the frame in
order to predict intra areas before entropy coding. Similarly to the MPEG4-AVC approach, a macroblock
can be predicted form the values of its neighbors, i.e. by using spatial predictors.
V. WSVC AND SVC STANDARDIZATION REFERENCE PLATFORMS: A COMPARISON
A. Architecture and tools: similarities and differences
In this paragraph some differences and similarities between JSVM and VidWav RM (see Fig. 13)
frameworks will be highlighted and discussed.
1) Single layer coding tools: We will start to analyze the differences between the VidWav RM [36]
and the JSVM [2] when they are used to encode a single operating point, i.e. no scalability features
being considered. Broadly speaking this can be seen as a comparison between a t+2D WSVC (which will
remain fully scalable at least for temporal and quality resolution) and something similar to MPEG4-AVC
(possibly supporting temporal scalability thanks to HBFD).
VidWav uses a block based motion model. Block mode types are similar to those of JSVM with the
exception of the Intra-mode which is not supported by VidWav. This is due to the fact that the Intra
mode determines blocks rewriting from the original and prediction signal (high-pass temporal subbands)
producing a mixed (original+residue) source which is detrimental for subsequent whole frame spatial
transforms. This is also one of the main differences for spatiotemporal redundancy reduction between
the two approaches. JSVM (as well as all MPEG4-AVC and most of the best performing hybrid video
coding methods) operates in a local manner: single frames are divided into macro-blocks which are
treated separately in all the coding phases (spatial transform included). Instead, the VidWav (as well
as WSVC approaches) operates with a global approach since the spatiotemporal transform is directly
applied to a group of frames. The fact that in the VidWav framework a block based motion model has
been adopted is only due to efficiency and the lack of effective implementations of alternative solutions.
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However, this cannot be considered an optimal approach. In fact, the presence of blockiness in the high-
pass temporal subbands due to block based predictions is inconsistent and causes inefficiencies with
respect to the subsequent spatial transform. The energy spreading around block boundaries, generates
artificial high frequency components and disturbs both zerotree and even block based entropy coding
mechanisms which act on spatiotemporal subbands. On the other hand blockiness is not a main issue
when block-based transforms, such as the DCT, are instead applied, as in the case of JSVM. OBMC
techniques can reduce the blockiness in the high-pass temporal subbands but do not remove it.
Contrarily to JSVM, the single layer (t+2D) VidWav framework only supports open loop encoding/decoding.
Thanks to the closed loop encoding, JSVM can exploit an in-loop de-blocking filter, which makes a similar
job with respect to the post-processing de-blocking(JSVM)/de-ringing(VidWav) filters with the additional
benefit of improving the quality of the reconstructed signals used in closed-loop predictions.
Closed-loop configurations within WSVC systems would be possible by adopting an HBFD like decom-
position with the aim of incorporating in-loop de-ringing strategies as well.
2) Scalable coding tools: We now consider spatial scalability activated in both solutions, looking
in particular to JSVM and VidWav in STP-tool configuration. The latter can be considered as to the
WSVC implementation closest to the JSVM one. The main difference between the two systems in terms
of a spatial scalability mechanism is again related to the block-based vs frame-based dichotomy. In
JSVM, a decision on each single macro-block determines whether the macroblock is encoded by using
the information of its homologous at a lower spatial resolution or not. In the latter case, one of the
compatible modality available for a single layer encoding will be used. The decision, among all possible
modes is globally regulated by R-D optimization. On the contrary, ISP inside STP-tool architecture is
forced to be made at a frame level (with possible decisions on which frames to involve).
Similarly to JSVM, STP-tool can use both closed and open loop interlayer encoding while this is not
true for t+2D or 2D+t configurations which can only operate in open loop mode.
B. Objective and visual result comparisons
The comparison between DCT based SVC and WSVC systems is far from being an obvious task. Ob-
jective and subjective comparisons are critical even when the most ”similar” architectures are considered
(e.g. JSVM and STP-tool), especially when comparisons are performed using decoded video sequences
at reduced spatial resolutions. In this case, since in general different codecs use different down-sampling
filters, the coding-decoding processes will have different reconstruction reference sequences, i.e. different
down-sampled versions of the same original. JSVM adopt the highly selective half-band MPEG down-
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sampling filter, while WSVC systems are more or less forced to use wavelet filter banks which in general
offer less selective half-band response and smoother transition bands. In particular, in t+2D architectures
wavelet down-sampling is a requisite while in STP-tool ones (see Sec.III-C) one could adopt a more
free choice, at the expense of a less efficient ISP. Visually the reference sequences generated by wavelet
filters are in general more detailed but sometimes, depending on data or visualization conditions, some
spatial aliasing effects could be seen. Therefore visual benefits in using wavelet filters is controversial
while schemes adopting more selective filters can take advantage, in terms of coding efficiency, of the
lower data entropy. Unfortunately the MPEG down-sampling filter is not a good low-pass wavelet filter
because the corresponding high-pass filter have an undesired behavior in the stop-band [81]. Attempts to
design more selective wavelet filters have been made [61] [81] with expected benefits in terms of visual
and coding performance for WSVC schemes.
Anyway, depending on the particular filter used for spatial down-sampling, reduced spatial resolution
decoded sequences will differ even at full quality, impairing fair objective comparisons. For the above
reasons PSNR curves at intermediate spatiotemporal resolution have been mainly used to evaluate the
coding performance of a single family of architectures while for a direct comparison between two different
systems more time-demanding and costly visual comparisons have been preferred. In the following we
summarize the latest objective and subjective performance comparison issued by the work on SVC systems
as conducted in April 2006 by ISO/MPEG. Finally, we will also return on the possibility of increasing
objective comparisons fairness by proposing a common reference solution.
1) Objective comparison results: Experiments have been conducted under testing conditions described
in document [82]. Three classes of experiments have been completed with the intention of evaluating
coding performance of different systems and tool settings. The first class of experiments, named combined
scalability, aimed to test the combined use of spatial, temporal and quality scalabilities according to shared
scalability requirements [4]. The comparison has been performed using JSVM 4.0 and the VidWav RS
2.0 in STP-tool configuration. Fig.14 shows an example of the R-D curves where Y PSNR are only
shown. The example considers different sequences, quality points and spatiotemporal resolutions, i.e.
4CIF-60Hz, CIF-7.5Hz, QCIF-15Hz (original resolution is 4CIF-60Hz in all cases). The complete set of
results can be found in [3, Annex1].
As mentioned in Section IV-B, the VidWav STP-tool configuration implements an inefficient motion
estimation and coding that partially justifies the performance differences visible in the above mentioned
PSNR plots. The other two groups of experiments, spatial scalability and SNR scalability, aimed to
test the use and the R-D performance of single scalability tools when other forms of scalability are not
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Fig. 14. Combined Scalability example results on 4 test sequences: City, Soccer, Crew and Harbour, at different spatiotemporal
resolutions and bitrates using encapsulated bit-stream decoding as described in [82]
requested. VidWav in STP-tool and in t+2D configuration modes were tested. For the interested reader
complete results are reported in [3, Annex2 and Annex3].
Where PSNR comparisons did not suffer from the different original reference signal problems, mixed
performance were observed with a predominance of higher values for sequences obtained using JSVM.
2) Subjective comparison results: Visual tests conducted by ISO/MPEG included 12 expert viewers
and have been performed according to guidelines specified in [83]. On the basis of these comparisons
between VidWav RS 2.0 and JSVM 4.0 appear on average superior for JSVM 4.0, with marginal gains in
SNR conditions, and superior gains in combined scalability settings. A full description of such test can
be found in [3, Annex 4]. It should be said that, from a qualitative point of view, a skilled viewer could
infer from which system the decoded image is generated. In fact, for motivations ascribable to spatial
filtering aspects, VidWav decoded frames are in general more detailed with respect to JSVM ones, but
bits not spent in background details can be used by JSVM to better patch motion model failures and
then to reduce the impact of more objectionable motion artifacts for the used test material.
3) Objective measures with a common reference: A reasonable way to approach a fair objective
comparison, between two systems that adopt different reference video sequences V1 and V2, generated
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Fig. 15. Common reference generation (a) and representation (b).
from a same original sequence X , is to create a common weighted sequence V = α1V1 + α2V2. In
particular, by selecting α1 = α2 = 1/2 it can be easily verified that PSNR(V, V 1) = PSNR(V, V 2).
This means that V1 and V2 are both equally disadvantaged by the creation of the mean reference V .
Fig.15(a) shows the generation of the above three signals using two different low pass-filters H1(f)
and H2(f) which are assumed here to be a low-pass wavelet filter and the MPEG down-sampling filter
respectively. As already discussed the output V2 will have a more confined low-frequency content with
respect to V1. Fig.15(b) is a projection of the decoding process which shows vertically the video frame
frequency content and horizontally other kind of differences (accounting for filter response discrepancies
and spatial aliasing). Such differences can be considered small since V1 and V2 are generated starting
from the same reference X while targeting the same down-sampling objective. Thus V can be considered
halfway on the above projection being a linear average. Now, as transform based coding systems tend
to reconstruct first the lower spectral components of the signal, it is plausible that, at a certain bit rate
(represented in Fig.15(b) by the dashed bold line), the VidWav reconstructed signal lies nearer to the
JSVM reference than to its own reference. The converse is not possible and this gives to V the capability
to compensate for this disparity. Therefore, signal V can reasonably be used as a common reference for
PSNR comparisons of decoded sequences generated by different SVC systems. These conjectures find a
clear confirmation in experimental measures as it can be seen e.g. in Fig.16.
VI. FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS ON WSVC SCHEMES
In order to better identify the aspects or tools that could significantly improve WSVC performances
and to drive future investigations and improvements more precisely, a series of basic experiments has
been conducted comparing JSVM and its most similar WSVC codec, namely STP-tool.
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Fig. 16. PSNR comparison at QCIF resolution with own and common reference usage
In a first experiment a set of generic video sequences and still images were selected with the intent to
compare the two codecs only in terms of intra coding performance. In other words, we tested the ability
of independently compressing a still image that can be either a still image or frame randomly selected
from a video sequence. Each test image was coded using both codecs in a single layer configuration
repeating the procedure for a range of different rate values. These values have been selected in a way
to have a reconstruction quality ranging from 30 to 40 dB. On the basis of the quality of decoded
images the test set would be divided into two groups. The first group included all the images for which
JSVM gives the best average coding performance while the second includes those where PSNR is in
favor of the STP-tool codec. Not surprisingly, the first group contains only frame of video sequences
such as those used for the MPEG comparisons and sequences acquired with low resolution cameras.
Conversely, the second group was characterized by the presence of all the tested still images and high
definition (HD) video sequences acquired with devices featuring the latest digital technologies. Thus,
most performing DCT-based technologies appear to outperform wavelet-based ones for relatively smooth
signals and vice versa. This indicates that eligible applications for WSVC are those that produce or
use high-definition/high-resolution content. The fact that wavelet-based image (intra) coding can offer
comparable if not better performance when applied to HD content is compatible with the results reported
by other independent studies, e.g., [84][85]. In [86] the STP-tool has been used to test the performances
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Fig. 17. SNR Scalability for the HD video sequence CrowdRun
of WSVC approaches for in home distribution of HD video sequence. As it can be noticed from Fig. 17
the SNR performance of the proposed codec are comparable with those offered by the state of the art of
single point encoding techniques, e.g. MPEG-4 AVC.
Another set of tests has been conducted with the intent of analyzing the coding efficiency of the multi-
resolution to compress high pass MC temporal subbands (or hierarchical B-frames residues). In this case
coding efficiency was evaluated by comparing the performance only on the residual image by using the
same predictor for both encoders and by changing the filters of the spatial wavelet transform. The main
consideration arising from the obtained results is that commonly used filters, such as the 9x7, 5x3 and
2x2, are not as effective on high pass temporal subbands (or B residues) as much as they are on low
pass temporal subbands (or frames). This is mainly because of the nature of the signal being considered
which contains the residue information produced by a local adaptation procedure while the wavelet filter
operates as a global transformation of the considered temporal subband. This means, for example, that
if we want to encode a frame containing reconstruction errors only for one macro-block after the spatial
transformation these errors will be spread across all the spatial subbands and the relative error support
will also be extended because of filter lengths. A more detailed analysis of the energy of spatial subbands
revealed that, contrarily to what happens for low pass temporal frames, most of the energy is located
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in the highest spatial resolution subbands. This is in accordance with the multi-resolution interpretation
for the used spatial transform but because of their size these subbands cannot be efficiently encoded.
Additionally, this prevents inter-band prediction mechanisms to correctly work.
VII. PERSPECTIVES
Although considerable efforts have been made to improve WSVC solutions there are some reasons
to say that we could be at the beginning of a prolific research field with many possible applications.
Present coding performances are not too far from the state-of-the-art JSVM which implements the
technology defined in the forthcoming SVC standard. Hybrid video coding (especially based on block-
based spatial DCT and block-based temporal motion estimation and compensation) has experimented
a strong increase in performance as a consequence of the introduction of many optimized tools and
configuration parameters. While some of these solutions have not yet been tested on a common reference
architecture such as VidWav, other were forcely discarded since not adequate to the whole frame nature of
the spatial wavelet transform. For example advanced block-based predictions with multiple block-mode
selection, advanced block-based motion estimation, compensation and coding can be fully adopted with
block-based transforms while they are not natural with full frame transforms. An example for which an
attempt has been made is represented by the “intra-prediction” mode. This tool works remarkably well
for JSVM but if simply imported on a VidWav architecture, it does not give the expected results. Wavelet
based video coding systems would require alternative prediction modes and motion models. Existing
solutions appear still preliminary and, in order to maximize their benefit, they need to be effectively
integrated in the complete system. When compared to JSVM, existing wavelet codecs lack several
performance optimization tools. In particular R-D optimized solutions are hardly implementing those
tools which are not fully compatible with the image based approach used in WSVC systems. Therefore,
two research paths seem to be important for the improvement and development of WSVC solutions: a)
activities directed on finding new tools and solutions, b) activities directed on shaping and optimizing
the use of existing tools.
New application potentials
There are a number of functionalities and applications which can be effectively targeted by WSVC
technology and seem to prospect comparable if not more natural solutions with respect to their hybrid
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DCT+MEC SVC counterparts. A brief list is reported here, while a more complete overview can be
found in [3].
• HD material storage and distribution. Thanks to the built-in scalability brought by wavelets, it is
possible to encode a given content with non-predefined scalability range and at a quality up to near
lossless. At the same time, a very low definition decoding is possible allowing, a quick preview of
the content, for example.
• The possibility of using non-dyadic wavelet decompositions [87], which enables the support of
multiple HD formats is an interesting feature not only for the aforementioned application but also
for video surveillance and for mobile video applications.
• WSVC with temporal filtering can also be adapted so that some of the allowable operating points can
be decoded by J2K and MJ2K (MJ2K is only “intra” coded video using J2K; if J2K compatibility
is preserved MJ2K compatibility will also remain).
• Enabling efficient similarity search in large video databases. Different methods based on wavelets
exist. Instead of searching full resolution videos, one can search low quality videos (spatially,
temporally, and reduced SNR), to accelerate the search operation. Starting from salient points, on
low quality videos, similarities can be refined in space and time.
• Multiple Description Coding which would lead to better error-resilience. By using the lifting scheme,
it is easy to replicate video data to transmit two similar bit streams. Using intelligent splitting, one
can decode independently or jointly the two bit streams (spatially, temporally and/or SNR reduced).
• Space variant resolution adaptive decoding. When encoding the video material, it is possible to
decode at a high spatial resolution only a certain region while keeping at a lower resolution the
surrounding areas.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper has provided a picture of various tools that have been designed in recent years for
scalable video compression. It has focused on multi-resolution representations with the use of the Wavelet
Transform and its extensions to handle motion in image sequences. A presentation of benefits of WT
based approaches has also been suggested for various application perspectives. The paper has also shown
how it is possible to organize various multi-resolutions tools into different architecture families depending
on the (space/time) order in which the signal transformation is operated. All such architectures make it
possible to generate embedded bit-streams that can be parsed to handle combined quality, spatial and
temporal scalability requirements. This has been extensively simulated during the exploration activity
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on wavelet video coding as carried out effort by ISO/MPEG, demonstrating that credible performance
results could be achieved. Nevertheless, when compared to the current SVC standardization effort, which
provides a pyramidal extension of MPEG-4/AVC, it appears that though close, the performance of wavelet
based video codecs remains inferior. This seems partly due to:
• the level of fine (perceptual and/or rate-distortion theoretic) optimization that can be achieved for
hybrid (DCT+MEC) codecs because of the deep understanding on how all its components interact;
• the spectral characteristics of standard resolution video material on which standard multiresolution
(wavelet based) representation already exhibit lower performance even in intra-mode (some con-
ducted preliminary experiments on high resolution material are showing increasing performance for
WT approaches) ;
• the inability of the experimented multiresolution (WT) approaches to effectively represent the in-
formation locality in image sequences (block based transform can be instead more easily adapted
to handle the non stationarity of visual content, in particular by managing uncovered/covered areas
through a local effective representation of intracoded blocks).
This last argument deserves probably some further considerations. For image compression, WT based
approaches are showing quite competitive performance due to the energy compaction ability of the WT to
handle piecewise polynomials that are known to well describe many natural images. In video sequences,
the adequacy of such model falls apart unless a precise alignment of moving object trajectories can
be achieved. This might remain only a challenge, since as for any segmentation problem, it is difficult
to achieve it in a robust fashion, due to the complex information modeling which is often necessary.
As an alternative, new transform families [88] could also be studied so as to model the specificity of
spatiotemporal visual information.
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